
Flipagram

**About Flipagram**

With Flipagram, users can easily create videos and set them to music. The created videos can then

be shared with the large Flipagram community or social networks.

Flipagram is a video editor for your smartphone or tablet. Choose photos, make a cool video and

set it to current hits. You can either choose photos from your gallery or take photos or videos

directly by using the in-app camera. In addition, the app offers numerous video effects and filters,

which make your video even more appealing. You can share your created video with friends and

family as well as on social networks like Facebook, Instagram or Twitter.

**Flipagram - Functions:** 

- Create unique videos: With Flipagram, you can easily create a unique video in a matter of

seconds. Simply select photos or videos from your gallery or take pictures with the in-app camera

and select the song you want. The app combines your photos with the music and creates a

modern and cool version of a slideshow. Since there are millions of songs by international and

national stars available, you're surely find the perfect song for your video.

- Different topics: You can create videos on many different topics. The app does not only include

videos about fashion or beauty, but also about humor, dance or food.

- Filters and Effects: In Flipagram you have various filters and effects available that give your video

the certain something and make it even more individual.

- Get to the top: When you create engaging flips, you can make it to the top of the Flipagram

ranking. The more popular your videos are, the more fans you win.

- Share your videos: In order that your friends can see the videos you've created, you can easily

share them on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube or Instagram.

- Participate in challenges: In Flipagram exciting challenges await you all the time, in which you can

participate. Most of the time, you'll need to create a video on a given topic and post it under a

special hashtag.

- Discover new Flipsters and Flips: In order to get to know new people, the special Discover section

shows the hottest Flipsters and the most popular Flips every day. So you can easily discover cool

videos and funny Flipagram stars.

Conclusion: With Flipagram you can easily create an individual video with your photos. Since you

can set the video to music and use different filters and effects, you can put your photos and videos

in the spotlight.


